A Message of Hope for Pope Francis

By Anna Von Reitz
For reasons I do not know, Our Father prompted me to write to you this morning.
The message I have for you is a message of hope in very dark times.
I am to tell you not to worry so much and to stop trying to take on so many burdens
and to find so many answers all by yourself.
Please observe that it is not given to Man to know all the answers. There are many
questions that we can't answer, in fact, the only question that we can ever reliably
answer is -- "What?"
What do we truly want in our heart of hearts?
hands, not ours.

Just tell Him, and the rest is in His

For the rest we must be content with not knowing the details of how or when or why
or who or where. That's all our Father's province and He has it well in hand.
So you can stop worrying about pollution and you can stop worrying about what
appears to be overpopulation and wars and rumors of wars and all the endless
politics.
This is where things stand:
(1) Satan has been bound and the thousand years of peace declared. The Church
has long known that this would be done by a woman, so no surprises there----except
for me. I was surprised that it would be me to do it. But He has his ways and
reasons and He delights in using simple means to confound the wise.
(2) Our American Asset Recovery Team has gained control of the banks worldwide
and is hot on the track of all the purloined wealth owed to us and to the people of
the entire world. They are sorting it out in very competent fashion.
(3) Our American World Debt Retirement Committee has hit upon a means of retiring
all debt worldwide without harming anyone, via a gradual process that will take
about ten (10) years. This news should gladden your heart and put an end to the
war-mongering and fear.

(4) Cardinal Mamberti and Mr. Trump will both be advised. Please ask Cardinal
Mamberti to contact me directly at (907) 250-5087 so that we can coordinate the
implementation of the Debt Retirement Plan to begin as early as June 1. This has all
been thoroughly vetted and nobody anywhere has any objection to it, so please have
the Vatican Bank ready to fully cooperate.
(5) As you know, the Rothschilds are unable to meet their obligations and the IMF
and World Bank are in deep trouble as a result of the Great Fraud and all the odious
debt, but there is no need for anyone to panic. This is a simple matter of correcting
bookkeeping and public records and balancing equations---which we can do.
(6) The Satanists among us have made a comeback and need to be rooted out and
suppressed. Again. They have sheltered themselves in the heart of the Church, and
reportedly, this has been the worst secret of some members of your own Order, the
Jesuits, for the past three centuries. I am not sure why just "three centuries" when
Satanism pre-dates Noah, nor why the Jesuits have been singled out, but apparently
even you have been accused of participating in these heinous and ancient rites of
child sacrifice.
(7) Reports of disruption of "Ninth Circle" rituals on April 30 and the arrest of
participants and the rescuing of captured children and the finding of mutilated child
corpses on the premises of these facilities and reports of similar atrocities taking
place in St. John's Episcopal Church in Washington, DC, proves that this plague and
corruption is rearing its ugly head and showing its trademarks of idolatry,
enslavement, and infanticide "just as in the Days of Noah".
(8) You may be sure that forensic teams will scour the premises of all reported ritual
sites related to this Cult and you may be sure that anyone practicing this religion will
be hunted down as a criminal and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the Public Law
throughout North America.
(9) It is imperative for everyone to realize that the Church is being threatened from
within and without and for Church leadership to explicitly condemn these false
practices and beliefs. It is also necessary to follow through with determined action to
purge Satanists and to educate people to recognize them for what they are--whether they pretend to be Catholics, Jews, Muslims, Hindus, Blue-Butted Baboons,
Freemasons, or members of the Bohemian Grove.
We realize that Satan has had his function as a Goad and an Accuser and a Teacher
of rare ability. We realize that he has been allowed to do what he has done, but
those lessons are learned and he is bound according to Divine Will, by whatever
name anyone can call him for the next thousand years.
Time to get on the Peace Train and clean this mess up.
Most sincerely,
Anna Maria
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